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Addendum

Paragraph 44:

Delete the second sentence "It therefore makes ... Council" and
replace with the following:

"Having regard to all relevant provisions of the General Agreement,
including the most-favoured-nation principle, it makes the following
recommendations for the consideration of the Council:"

Paragraph 44(h): insert:

"The Group, while noting its discussions recorded in this report
and its work in determining the conformity or otherwise of
quantitative restrictions with the GATT, agreed that contracting
parties should, pursuant to the Ministerial mandate reproduced in
paragraph 1 of the present report, make specific written proposals by
the end of April 1985 to achieve the elimination of quantitative
restrictions which are not in conforiity wîth the General Agreement or
their being brought into conforiity wîth the General Agreement, and
also to achieve progress in liberalizing other quantitative
restrictions."

Paragraph 44(i): insert:

"Taking into account the proposals made, a multilateral review
should be made on progress made in achieving the objectives laid down
by Ministers".

Paragraph 44(k) becomes paragraph 44(j)

Paragraph 44(1) is deleted
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Paragraph 65

Replace the first sentence with the following text:

"In the light of the above, the Group agreed that further work
was necessary. Raving regard to all relevant provisions of the
General Agreement, including the most-favoured-nation principle, it
makes the following recommendations for the consideration of the
Council:"

Paragraph 65(f): insert:

"The Group, while noting its discussions recorded in this report
and its work in determining the conformity or otherwise of other
non-tariff measures with the GATT, agreed that contracting parties
should, pursuant to the Ministerial mandate reproduced in paragraph 1
of the present report, make specific written proposals by the end of
April 1985 to achieve progress in liberalizing other non-tariff
measures."

Paragraph 65(g): insert:

"Taking into account the proposals made, a multilateral review
should be made on progress towards achieving the objectives laid down
by Ministers."

Paragraph 65(i) becomes paragraph 65(h)

Paragraph 65(j) is deleted

Paragraph 66: insert:

"On the basis of the above recommendations, the CONTRACTING
PARTIES may wish to consider that the Group should continue its work
with a view to making further progress in pursuance of the mandate
given to it by Ministers and to presenting a report containing its
findings and conclusions for consideration by the CONTRACTING PARTIES
at their next Session."


